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Sales and marketing have dramatically changed in the last decade. Thanks to the internet, today’s 
buyers are digitally empowered. They have access to all the information they need to review and 
evaluate your solutions, without ever involving you. In fact, today’s buyers move ~ 75% through 
their buying process before they ever invite your sales reps to the party.  

Now more than ever, successful selling is dependent on creating and building trusting 
relationships with your prospects and customers. 

How to get that first conversation. In a world where voicemails and emails go unanswered, how do 
you get your prospects to engage with you before they make their buying decisions? A key 
requirement to building relationships is sharing key information and insights—but that’s not easy.

Luckily, innovative companies have found the solution. 

It’s called messaging. Indeed, messaging is the new sales conversation.  Are you ready to leverage its 
power to attract more buyers, converse with more prospects and convert more customers?

Those who have embraced the power of messaging find that their sales conversations have increased 
by 40%. That’s just one of the benefits. 

In this guide, you’ll learn how to successfully use messaging to grow your revenues faster than ever.

You’ll learn how to: 

THE CHALLENGE

Messaging is the new conversation for sales. The only question is, will you leverage its power 
before your competition? 

Attract more prospects 
with interactive, 
personalized conversations, 
laying the foundation for 
the relationships that drive 
your sales revenue. 

Engage with relevance: 
How to consistently share 
timely and relevant 
information with individual 
prospects, focusing on 
exactly what they need to 
know.  You’ll strengthen your 
position as a trusted advisor 
and deepen your 
relationship with each and 
every prospect.  

Understand your 
different buyer personas 
and what drives them to 
buy from you. You’ll know 
exactly what drives 
prospect conversions or 
customer upsells, whether 
it be a specific type of 
conversation, a piece of 
information, or combinations.
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It’s simple. Customers and prospects respond to messages 45% more than email or voicemails. 
Which means you get a conversation with your buyers vs. waiting for a response.  Eighty percent 
of people use texting for business and 35% of them said they can’t go 10 minutes without 
responding to a text. Once you engage in conversations, you’ll convert 40% more prospects to 
customers than you will without messaging.  

Messaging gives your sales team a number of key advantages.  

WHY MESSAGING IS THE NEW CONVERSATION FOR SALES

Thanks to messaging, you will have the conversations you want and need to build relationships 
and drive more revenue. 

Studies show that 90% of leads prefer to receive messages vs calls from a sales representative.  
Imagine receiving that many opportunities to converse with your leads, to qualify them and move 
them into your pipeline.  That’s how you begin the conversations that fuel buying relationships.  

POWERFUL CONVERSATIONS WITH MORE PROSPECTS 

Converse with more prospects: You’ll have conversations in a way that is 
preferred by your prospect or customer. Which means you’ll have significantly more 
purposeful conversations. 

Relevant, continuous conversations: You’ll respond to prospects or customers 
in near real-time. You’ll give your buyer the response they need faster than any 
competitor around. And you’ll continue that conversation whenever prospects 
respond to you, or by reaching out to them for timely touches with relevant 
information. You get to choose whether you personally send a response or 
automate responses based on specific customer personas and interests. 

Know why you convert. Powerful analytics let you understand why different 
prospects convert so that you can optimize your sales messaging to increase sales.
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Before Messaging
The NGO sales team regularly received approximately 10,000 leads for 1,000 volunteer seats that 
needed to be filled with suitable candidates. Since most of the projects were time bound, it was 
important that the team moved leads quickly through the pipeline. The team attempted to 
engage these leads using emails and calls, which were never answered.

After Messaging
The NGO implemented SMS-Magic messaging to converse with their leads through all phases of 
the sales cycle.

As soon as the lead was placed in the system, the person was automatically sent a welcome 
message. This message was tuned based on lead source, title and any keywords associated with 
the lead. 

Next, the team created a set of conversation flows within messaging.  Each flow, and the 
individual messages and resources offered within each flow, were based on different areas of 
interest, job roles and focus. Specific keywords included by the prospect were also used to match 
the most relevant flow to each prospect.

We help our clients create messaging conversations that cover the entire sales conversation.

Here’s an example of how an NGO used messaging to create powerful conversations to quickly 
qualify their leads through the pipeline.

Immediate welcome response: No more prospects waiting for a response. You 
can send an immediate message to welcome your leads and introduce them to 
their sales representative. You can also share key information with them to begin 
the conversation, before your rep is ever involved.

Immediate sales response: Real-time notifications let field sales representatives 
know the minute their prospect requests information or asks a question. While 71% 
of people say they use messaging for quick response, 30% admit they use 
messaging for full-blown conversations. Make sure your sales people never miss 
either opportunity.

Timely follow-on conversations:  Sales representatives can immediately respond 
to follow-on information requests.  If they desire, they can automate their responses 
to the most popular prospect questions to reduce the time it takes to write the 
appropriate response for each prospect. Continuous conversations laced with 
relevant information further deepen the sales /prospect relationship. 
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60%

The team saw a 30% increase in 
conversions from raw leads to 
customers.

60% of leads, who had never 
answered phone calls, 
responded to an SMS 
conversation within 1 or 2 hours.

The NGO estimates that they 
now save 60 person hours each 
month thanks to the intelligent 
automation of relevant 
conversations.

“With SMS-Magic, our productivity has skyrocketed. This app has just 
leveraged our time exponentially.”                                

- Katence Olson, Co-Founder and COO, GIVE Volunteers

Today’s prospects expect immediate responses. They also expect you to give them the information 
they want and need, not just what you want to say. 

Relevance is one of the critical challenges of marketing and sales. How do you give the prospect just 
what he or she wants when you’re just beginning to get to know them? 

Additionally, the team was able to optimize their lead database. They achieved a 75% decrease in 
bounced emails by using a follow-up messaging conversation to correct email addresses.

ENGAGE YOUR PROSPECTS WITH RELEVANT INFORMATION 

Results

The NGO moved prospects through the pipeline faster and more consistently than ever before.

Ask them: With messaging conversations, you can easily offer a few options for 
information and let your prospect message back a keyword to tell you what they 
want or are interested in.

Get Relevant:  Once you know what your prospect is interested in, you can 
automatically send them the key information that matches their interest. You can 
send one message, or a series of messages around that topic. You can survey them 
for additional areas of interest too.
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Here’s a simple example of a customer in the hardware industry who used conversational flows 
to deliver relevant information to engage their prospects and to better control their pipeline flow.
 
Before Messaging
The company had an approximate sales cycle of 3 months. The sales team was constantly dealing 
with a number of leads who were in different phases of the sales cycle. It was challenging for the 
team to keep tabs on the different conversations they had with the leads. Although the company 
was spending a lot on marketing initiatives to generate fresh leads, 79% of these leads were 
going stale due to lack of effective nurturing.

After Messaging
The customer deployed messaging to automate conversations, track prospects in the pipeline, 
and follow conversations with each customer at any point in time.

First, they defined the key conversation flows 
that covered the most prevalent information 
requests from prospects at every stage of the 
buying cycle.  In this case, conversation flows for 
different product verticals and personas within 
these verticals were created.

Then, they defined the most relevant insights and 
information to share within each conversation and 
across the flows, including links to product use 
cases and expert white papers.

As the prospect moved through different stages 
of the sales cycle, automated workflows 
triggered to send conversational messages that 
shared specific, industry relevant information.

Continuous Conversations: Any of these messages/ flows can be sent 
automatically OR a representative can step in at any time and respond personally, 
based on the state of the conversation or relationship.
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Imagine knowing exactly what drives prospect conversions or customer upsells. Thanks to analytics 
applied to messaging, you can learn what triggers buying behaviors across your buyer personas. 
 
You can:

Results
The company was able to get 50% more qualified leads through the pipeline thanks to consistent 
and continuous conversations focused on information that was highly relevant to their prospects. 

Prospects were questioned along the way to 
determine what information they needed next. 
Based on keyword responses from prospects, 
the most relevant information was shared. For 
example, if a prospect responded with a 
technical request – they were sent a technical 
whitepaper.  If they responded with a 
value-focused keyword, they received a 
business-focused white paper. 

“We have a 70% response rate with this messaging app. What really sets it apart 
from many other apps is that it helps with personalizing the text message 
without having to write it out each time. The workflows are a life-saver! You can 
set messages to go out automatically once a rule is triggered. I have 
recommended this program to many people and will continue to recommend it.”                              

- Randall Mills, Amerifirst Financial

Track all conversations 
and behaviors, both 
current and past. You can 
also track specific behaviors, 
like asking for more 
information or conversions. 
Conversation history gives 
you the relevant context and 
information your sales and 
marketing teams need to 
understand what’s working 
and what’s not. 

Test different materials 
or messages:  You’ll hone in 
quickly on just the right 
combination to optimize the 
results for every messaging 
conversation type. You can 
also help sales reps identify 
the key messsages or 
materials to use in their 
personal conversations to 
drive the most conversion 
success.    

Analyze upselling and 
cross-selling 
opportunities: Sales reps 
get key insights into what’s 
relevant to each customer 
and prospect. Based on 
these insights, reps can 
determine opportunities 
for cross-selling and 
upselling products that 
map to the buyer’s areas of 
interest.

UNDERSTAND WHY YOU CONVERT TO DRIVE MORE REVENUE
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Before Messaging
While analyzing different stages of the sales cycle, a leading SaaS company found that there was 
a direct correlation between prospects who attended a demo and sales conversion. The demo 
meeting would generally result in an immediate sale.  Unfortunately, they also found that their 
demos had an exceedingly high no-show rate, which was negatively impacting close rates.

After Messaging
The company implemented SMS-Magic and created automated reminder messages for their 
demo meetings. When the lead scheduled the demo, they were sent a confirmation. Sequential 
reminder messages were delivered at appropriate intervals.  The prospects were given an option 
to either confirm or reschedule the demo by replying to the reminder messages. 

Results
The company was able to reduce demo no shows by 55% after incorporating messaging, which 
positively impacted their close rate and revenues.

“Our clients live on their phones not their email. We can reach hundreds of 
clients instantly with reminders. SMS-Magic has been the perfect solution for us.”                           

 - Christina Randell, My Education Solution

Now is the time to successfully leverage messaging to grow your revenues faster than ever. You can easily:

Here’s a very simple example of how one SMS-Magic customer used messaging to dramatically 
improve prospect movement through their sales cycle. 

 SUMMARY

Have more powerful 
conversations because your 
sales reps will get that first 
conversation—and more.

Move more qualified leads 
through the pipeline thanks to 
consistent and continuous 
conversations focused on 
information.  

Pinpoint the triggers that 
lead to conversions, to 
positively impact your close 
rates and revenues.
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Messaging is the new conversation for sales.
The only question is, will you leverage its power before your competition does? 
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Messaging is the new conversation for marketing and support as well. You and your colleagues can 
learn just how powerful dynamic conversations can be in our guides for Marketing and support. 

Read our Marketing Guide to Messaging as the New Conversation to learn how messaging will 
attract and engage more prospects.

LEARN MORE

ABOUT SMS-MAGIC

Research finds that more than 50% of customers would prefer messaging over their current form of 
communication for support.

Read our Service Guide to Messaging as the New Conversation to learn how messaging will 
increase your customer satisfaction with each and every support interaction, building loyalty that 
creates competitive advantage.

SMS-Magic is a proven, global messaging platform for Salesforce, with over 1500 clients accessing 
59 direct carriers. SMS-Magic enables Salesforce users to engage buyers and win and retain more 
new customer revenue, while creating strong customer relationships that drive sustainable 
competitive advantage. SMS-Magic is the most positively reviewed messaging application on
Salesforce AppExchange.
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COPYRIGHT © Screen-Magic Mobile Media 
This report has been based on sources we believe to be reliable and our customers’ experience with SMS-Magic, but 
we have not independently verified those sources. Advice we give to clients in particular situations may differ from 
the views expressed in this report. SMS-Magic is not responsible for any investment or other business decisions 
made based on the views expressed in this report.

Business Inquiries
US: 1-888-568-1315
UK: 0-808-189-1305
AUS: 1-800-823-175

www.sms-magic.com
sales@sms-magic.com
Follow us on

To book a demo simply message
“DEMO, FirstName, Email” to
USA  36343 
AUS  61 42 714 2795
UK & RoW 44 78 6001 7097
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